We are making a booking for next year already. Wonderful atmosphere, quality competition,
excellent business talks, and prospective interest of foreign partners. We have an amazing product
and are counting on the jury’s sophisticated taste during the next edition.
Manufaktura

Interesting talks and favourable business climate. We have a unique premium product; our offer
addresses discerning consumer and partners, which is exactly what we found during the WFW Fair…
we will definitely meet again next year.
Daktyle

The apple brought Poles together in the wake of the embargo; we producers were proud of the
consumers’ reaction. We wish for our search for new sales markets to unite all producers, and for
exhibition stands in Poland and worldwide to follow the motto “Polish apples – for everyone,
anytime” – such will be the leitmotiv for our get-together at the next Fair edition. The entire industry
in the capital!
Unia Owocowa, Waldemar Żółcik

I have been attending the Fair ever since its 2nd edition, closely watching its development and
potential. Polish confectionery is an unsung leader – and a difficult export product. We are on a
constant search for new and exotic markets, engaging in promotion campaigns during any interesting
exhibition and fair events which are an opportunity to showcase the flavour of chocolate and
confectionery products and secure an interest in our offer. WorldFood is definitely such an
opportunity.
Słowianka, Sławomir Pawłowski

We are a visitor this year, and are planning to return as an Exhibitor during the next edition. Why?
Because this Fair is an opportunity for domestic and foreign contracts for quality products at
reasonable prices, all available at a single location for three days. It is an excellent opportunity for
business talks and meetings to discuss specifics. The location – the capital’s city centre – is an asset
as well.
Wojskowe Przedsiębiorstwo Handlowe, Piotr Koziarski

Our offer targets individuals engaging in an active lifestyle, interested in health and style with no
flavour limitations or other sugar-related properties. The capital city is most definitely a place where
people will make stevia part of their diet, enjoying its sweet taste with no impact on health. The
Warsaw WorldFood Fair has been a wonderful venue for meetings with our customers ever since its
first edition. See you next year is all I can say!!
Stewiarnia, Beata Straszewska

A Fair event in central Poland is an excellent opportunity to showcase the Polish manufacturers’ offer
to the English, and British products to Polish importers and business people. It is also an excellent
location for meetings and talks, not only business-related. Our countries have become partners not
merely through trade, but through cultural and lifestyle exchanges as well. This may be an idea for
the next edition – to highlight the influence of the Polish community abroad on British life, and
display the British lifestyle in Poland. This could be an attractive addition to the Fair… we will most
certainly be back.
Polish-British Chamber of Commerce, Marek Szejbal

This is our first time at a food rather than wine fair, and we are pleasantly surprised with the overall
level of business conversation, and the visitors’ knowledge of wine and winemaking. We would
obviously be interested in reaching a broader audience with our Polish wine, which is excellent if
slightly underappreciated; we hope that organisers consider a Polish wine day during the next
edition. Great event climate, good business talks.
Roman Myśliwiec, owner of the Golesz vineyard, founder of the Galicia Vitis Foundation for the
Development and Promotion of Winemaking

We have extensive experience in attending fair and exhibition events in Poland and abroad.
Regrettably, few exhibitions in Poland have the capacity to meet our requirements, particularly in
business-related matters. WorldFood is a pleasant surprise in terms of organisation, business
people’s attention, talks focusing on contracts and trade, etc. Promotion is hugely important and
there is no buying or selling without it – yet it is serious talks and their results that warrant corporate
stability and options to invest in soft activities, Fair promotion included… which is the objective of
any business endeavour.
Beata Żółcik, Activ – manufacturer of Royal Apple juices

